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ABSTRACT

with the proliferation of websites and increased E-commerce systems, maintaining

web log data has become very important for multitude of services. Web log data

provides significant information about users behaviours which are used by companies

to improve their websites and customized services. The insights from web log mining

can help improve website design and personalization strategies. In web usage mining,

about 80 vo of the time is spent on data preprocessing. Parallel computing techniques

can improve the perforrnance and reduce the time taken for web usage mining. In this

thesis, we propose to use parallel computing techniques to preprocess raw web log
data and apply parallel association rule mining algorithms to extract user access-

patterns from web log data' The results of the implementation are promising for
future work in web usage mining.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the proliferation of websites and increase in E-commerce systems, maintaining

web log data has become very important for multitude of services. Thousands of

people may visit a web site in a given period of time. These visits are stored as web

log data. Web log data provides significant information about users' behaviours

which are used by companies to access their websites. The insights from web log

mining can help improve website design and personalization strategies. Personalizing

websites can attract new customers and retain existing customers. Web

personalization can be accomptished by recommender systems [56], which provide

recommendations to a user based on an analysis of previous users behaviours.

Recommender systems can provide new information to match the needs of the

individual web user [53]. Web personalization technologies also benefit E-commerce

applications. It allows users to see and receive information based on the knowledge

acquired of the users previous actions. For example, when a user logs on to a website

to purchase bread, the website could recommend jam and ham to the user. The

recommender system first needs to extract information from the characteristics of the

web and user behaviour before making recommendations to the individual user. There

are two kinds of data analysis techniques used on web personalization: Collaborative

filtering and data mining.

Collaborative filtering [41, 55] is a popular data analysis method. It has been

used in some successful E-commerce systems [32,55]. The collaborative filtering

systems are based on web users' rating of objects in a given domain. By finding

similar preferences of users, collaborative filtering system can provide

recommendations for users. The collaborative filtering techniques rely heavily on



web users' participation in order to provide recommendations for current users. For

example, The Grouplens [55] research system provides recommendations on Usernet

news and movies. The LikeMinds personalization server l32l makes product

recommendations for a user based on the user's product preferences. Ringo [58],

developed by MIT Media-lab, provides recommendations on music for users.

Most recently, data mining techniques are used to find useful information

from web documents or web services [27].Mobasher et al. 146l propose using web

usage mining as an underlying approach for web personalization. Data mining

techniques applied to the web personalization system can automatically analyze web

usage data.

Web usage mining can be categonzed into: 1) web data collection, Z) web

data modeling (data preprocessing), 3) web data analysis, 4) web data

recommendations provided by the personalization system 1261. In this thesis, we

focus on data collection, preprocessing and using data mining algorithms to analyze

web usage data. Recommendation systems for web usage are not discussed in this

thesis.

L.L Background

In the next three sections, we discuss data collection, data preprocessing, and data

analysis.

1.1.1 Data CollectÌon

Data collection is the first stage in a web personalization system. Web usage data can

be collected from different sources. In general, the data can be collected from web

server side, prory server, and user side (web browser).



The data logged in server log files represent the access of a web site by

multiple users. It explicitly records the browsing behaviours of web site users. A

packet sniffer such as tcpdump [34] is an alternative approach to get the usage data

from TCP/IP packets. The packet sniffer monitors the network traffic of website

servers to capture the data. However, packet sniffers can not get data from websites

that use secure socket layer (SSL) techniques [13]. In many financial or bank

websites, the entire website is secure. Therefore, packet sniffers do not work at the

secured websites.

A web proxy server works as an intermediate caching system between user

browsers and website servers. When the proxy server receives a request for a web

page from a user, the server first looks in its local cache of previously downloaded

web pages. If the requested page is found, the proxy server returns the web page to

the user without forwarding the request to the website. If the requested page is not in

the local cache of the proxy server, the proxy server requests the page from the

website server. Then the proxy server forwards the returning page to the user. The

users do not realize the actions of the proxy server. Using the proxy server can reduce

the loading time of the web page requested by the users [19]. Proxy log data provides

the traffic from multiple users to multiple web servers.

We can also collect data from the user side. This requires users to enable the

functionality of remote agents (such as JavaScript or Java applets) or modified

browsers (such as Mosaic or NetZero) to capture the web usage data from the user

side. The remote agents have a better performance on session identification problem

than the server side data collection methods. However, the disadvantage of Java

applet-based remote agents is that they consume some additional time when they are

loaded for the first time. The JavaScriprbased agents spend little time on interaction

with web servers but cannot record all user clicks (such as back buttons). The user

remote agents capture only single-user, single-site accessing actions. The modified

browsers have data collection capabilities by modifying the original codes of existing



browsers. This method is versatile. However, convincing users

browsers for visiting websites is a concerned problem. Table 1.1

of the three types of data collections.

to use this kind of

shows the summary

Data collection Types Data Range

Server Side Multiple Users to Single Site

Proxy Server Side Multiple Users to Multiple Sites

User Side Single Users to Multiple Sites

Table 1.1 Web Usage Data Collection Types

The primary data sources used in web usage mining are the web server log

files' In this thesis, data is collected from web server side. We use web server log files

as data sources of web usage mining research.

1.1.2 Data Preprocessing

V/eb log files are text files in which there is a record for each HTTP transaction. The

following is an example of the information in a web log data:

123.456.78.9 - - [26/Feb/98:rs:34:52 -0600] "GET B.htmt HTTh/I.0,, A.html

Mozilla/3.04 (win9 5, I)

Here,'I23.456.78.9'is the IP address of the user (issuing HTTP requests). '- -'refers

to the value "blank" which means the user is not authenticated by HTTP

authentication. l26lFeb/98:I5:34:52 -06001 is the time the user made rhe requesr.
*GET' is the method of the transaction. tB.html' is the URL requested by the user.

'HTTP/l.O' refers to the HTTP protocol. 'A.html' is the referrer URL which is the

URL the user accessed before B.html. 'Mozillat3.4 (win95,I)' indicates the user's

4



operating system and type of browser. In web log data, we are only interested in

URLs requested by users. By mining the URLs in the web log data, we can discover

user access-patterns in websites. Therefore, we can provide predictions for the users'

possible future behaviour using recommender systems. Discovering user access-

patterns in the web log data of websites requires a lot of computational power because

the websites contain huge datasets (such as transactions). Before mining web log data,

the web log data needs to be preprocessed. Actually data preprocessing is not a trivial

task. 807o of the time in a knowledge discovery project is spent on preprocessing

142). Reducing the preprocessing time can significantly improve the overall

performance of the web usage mining task. Thus, ways of reducing the preprocessing

time are important. In this thesis, we will use parallel computing techniques to

preprocess raw web log data.

Data preprocessing is an important and necessary stage before using mining

algorithms to analyze the web log data. Preprocessing of web logs includes four

stages l20l: data cleaning, user identffication, session identffication, and formatting

data. Data preprocessing witl be discussed in detail in section 4.1.

1.1.3 Data Analysis

Web Log data analysis reveals the useful information from the log files of a web

server. Many log analysis tools have been developed to analyze the data.

Log analysis tools, also called traffic analysis tools, use raw web log data as

input to produce statistical information. The statistical information can provide the

web site activity (such as the total number of visits, average time of view), diagnostic

statistics (such as effors of page not found), server statistics (such as favorite pages

accessed), clients statistics (such as user cookies, types of users' browser, users'

operating system). There are several commercial web log analysis tools [2, 91, but



most of them are limited to simply producing frequency account. Therefore, log

analysis is regarded as the simplest method to extract information from web log data.

However, the log analysis tools only provide limited knowledge of users' behaviour

1631. Therefore, data mining techniques are becoming important.

Data mining l29l is a process of extracting certain hidden information from

data. There are a variety of data mining techniques that have been applied to web

usage data, including clustering, classffication, discovery of association rules and

s equential patte rn dis c ov e ry.

Clustering is a technique for grouping together objects that have similar

characteristics. In the web domain, there are two types of clusters: user clusters and

page clusters. Clustering of users provides groups of users having similar browsing

behaviours when navigating through a web site. Clustering of pages establishes a

group of web pages with related contents. Clustering can be used to extract user

information and data from web log files. In the context of web usage mining, Shahabi

et al. l57l and Joshi et al. [36] used clustering techniques to discover clusters of web

users having similar information. The knowledge of the clusters of web users can be

used to perform market segmentation in E-commerce systems.

Classification is a process of assignin g a data item into a set of predefined

classes. In the web domain, the classes could be different user profiles. A user profile

describes a group of users with common attributes and may include demographic

information about users (such as name, country, age, or sex), user's interests or

behaviours of users accessing websites. Therefore, classification in web usage mining

may discover demographic information, such as "50Vo of the clients who visited the

web page of product2 were from the East Coast" [21].

Association-rule mining ØRM can explore the potential relationships among

items in datasets. ARM finds frequent itemsets and association rules among sets of

items. An association rule has the form A= B (s, c), where A and B are itemsets, s is



an expression of the support of the rule, and c is the confidence of the rule. The

support s is a ratio of the number of transactions that contain both A and B itemsets to

the total number of transactions. The confidence c is a ratio of the number of

transactions that contain both A and B items to the number of transactions that only

contain item A. An association rule can be generated when its support and confidence

are greater than minimum thresholds, respectively. In this research, an item is a URL

and each transaction is a set of visited URLs.

Association-rule mining algorithms operate in two stages:

o Finding all frequent itemsets whose supports satisfy a minimum

threshold, and

o Extracting rules whose confidence values satisfy a minimum threshold.

Apriori [12] is a well-known association rule algorithm. Apriori performs a number

of passes to find frequent itemsets. Each pass has two phases:

o Computing supports to find frequent items, and

. Generating candidates for the next pass.

During the r'å pass, Apriori finds the set of frequent itemsets having z items.

In web usage mining, ARM techniques can reveal correlations among web

pages accessed by users. Fu et al. [30] and Mobasher et al. 146l propose using

association rule techniques to automatically extract information from web log data for

making recommendations. Pramudiono et al. [51] utilize association rule techniques

to discover mobile user profiles for optimizing website services provided to them.

Sequential pattern discovery is an extension of association rule mining that

finds patterns consisting of the presence of a set of items followed by another set of
items incorporating the notion of transaction time sequence. Buchner et al. [17]

propose the MiDAS data mining algorithm to reveal sequential patterns from web log

files' Sequential patterns can be used to predict future users'visiting patterns.



1.2 Goal of the thesis

In web usage mining, about 80 Vo of the time is spent on data preprocessing. Data

preprocessing is one of the first steps that needs to be accomplished before web data

analysis. In this thesis, we propose to:

. use parallel computing techniques to preprocess raw web log data, and

' apply parallel association rule mining algorithms to extract user access-

patterns from web log data.

Applying these proposed techniques on raw web log data could significantly reduce

the time taken for web usage mining.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

The organization of the rest of this thesis is as follows:

o chapter 2: web usage Mining. This chapter describes web log data

preprocessing and user pattern discovery stages.

o Chapter 3: Parallel Computing. This chapter briefly presents computing

concepts.

o Chapter 4: Parallel algorithms desígn. This chapter describes both sequential

and parallel data preprocessing and association rule mining algorithms..

o Chapter 5: Experimental Results. This chapter describes performance analysis

of the parallel algorithms.

o Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusions. This chapter gives a summary of the

thesis and future work.



Chapter 2

Web [Isage Mining:

Background & Related Work

web usage mining uses data mining techniques to extract web user access patterns

from web log data to predict users' behaviours. In this chapter we briefly discuss data

preprocessing and association rule mining.

2.1 Web Usage Mining Architecture

Mobasher et al' [46) propose using association rule mining to automatically extract

important information from web log data for personalizing websites (called usage-

based personalilation). Figure 2.r is the general architecture of usage-based

personalization system. Usage-based personalization system includes three

components: data preprocessing (block A), data analysis (block B), and recommender

engine system (block C).

In this thesis, we only concentrate on

blocks A and B is shown in Figure 2.2. In

components of Figure 2.2 is discussed.

2.2 Web Log Data preprocessing

A web log file contains information about users' accesses to a website. Before using

data mining techniques to discover users' access patterns from web log files, we need

to preprocess the raw web log data. we will provide brief descriptions of several

blocks A and B. The decomposition of

the next few subsections, each of the



abstractions concerning web usage data, before discussing web log data

preprocessing.

Figure 2.1. Web Usage-Based personalization

Block B

Block A

Raw wêb Log data
Assoc¡at¡on rul€

m in in g

Parsing
Form atted data

Parsed Log clêaning C le a n ¡n g to g U sêr identify and
Session ¡dentify

Figure 2.2.Web Log Data preprocessing and Web Log Mining

10



The W3c (World Wide Web Consortium) Web Characterization Activity
team [43] has published a draft of web term definitions such as users, page views,
user sessions, and server sessions. According to their definitions, a user is an
individual who is using a browser to access one or more websites. A page view is a
visual rendering of a web page that is displayed on the user,s browser at some time. A
user session is a set of page views that the user accesses across the entire web. A
server session is a collection of page views belonging to a single website accessed /
used during a user session.

Most web servers provide functions to store log files. The log file stores every
user's access to a web page on the web site. The entries of log file consist of several
fields that are predefined by web server. The common log file format [4] includes the
following fields:

remotehost rfcg3l authuser [døte] ,,reqnest,, status bytes

where remotehosf refers to remote hostname or IP address if DNS hostname is not
available, rfc%I is remote logname of the user, aathus¿r is a user name if the web
server is using local authentication and registration, fdate] refers to the date and time
of the user's requests, "request" includes request,s methods (such as GET, pur,
Posr' or HEAD), file retrieval protocol , status refers to status code returned to the
user, bytes is the content-length of file retrieved. The common log file format can be
used by most web servers. An example of a common log record is:

123.456.78.9 - _ [26/Feb/98:IS:j4:52 _0600] .,GET 
B.html HTT2/].0,, 200 308

In many cases, web owners or web developers want to record more
information' Therefore, w3c uses an extended log file format to collect more data for
demographic analysis. The following is an example record of extended log data.

11



123.456.78.9 - - [26/Feb/98:]5:34:52 -0600J "GET B.htmr HTTq/1.0,, 200 308 A.rúmr
Mozihq/3.04(win9 S, I ) MmTaU g00pdA0000 lfvkws M4000

The main extension to the conìmon log format results by adding few fields into
the log file. The most important fields arc: refemer (e.g., A.htmr), which is the uRL
the user accesses, user-agent (e.g., Mozilra/3.04(win95, I¡) indicates the user,s

operating system and type of browser, and cookie (e.g.,

MmTaUg00pdA0000tfvhusM4000) is a unique number sent to user,s machine by the

web server' Because the extended log file format data provides more information than
the common log file format data, in this thesis, we use the extended log format fîles as

input data.

If z is a set of log enrries, then a log entry re Lhasthe foilowing fierds:

o the Ip address of the user, denot ed l.ip;

o the time of user accessing, denote d, l.time;

o the URL of the web page visited by user , denoted l.url;
o the agent of user's operating system and type of browser, denoted r.agent;

o the cookie of user getting from the web server , denoted r.cookie .

Preprocessing of web logs includes four stages [20]: datacleaning, user identification,
session identification, and data formatting. We will briefly discuss each of them in the
following sections.

In most web log data mining research, researchers have focused on access-

pattern discovery phase. They used different data mining techniques to extract users,

access patterns. Although data preprocessing is a necessary phase in a knowledge

discovery research, people seldom pay appropriate attention to data preprocessing.

Researchers [42,49] report that the actual data mining phase occupies at most 20vo of
the efforts in a knowledge discovery research, and about B}vo ofthe time is spent on

t2



data preprocessing. when data preprocessing time is reduced, the g}vo of the time
spent will also be decreased reading to faster web log mining.

Ansari et al' [13] propose an architecture to collect users' data from web
application seryer "layer" rather than data from web log files. Using this architecture,
web usage mining not only collects users' transaction data but also web content data
(e'g'' images, articles, and multimedia). Application servers can use cookies to trace a

user's access behaviours. Associated with login mechanisms, web server can easily
identify a particular visitor. The application server can be designed to keep track of
users' behaviours even without cookies because the entire logical transactions of web
server are implemented through the application server. Furthermore, the time of data
preprocessing can be reduced through an appropriate data transformation mechanism
from the web transaction processing system to a database or a data warehouse. This
architecture has been made available to clients. The system has been purchased for E-
coffrmerce by some retailers such as Mountain Equipment co-op, Bluefly, canadian
Tire' and others [38]. However, if existing web sites need to collect data at the
application layet, redesign of the architecture would be necessary. The cost of such
redesign of the architecture might be high.

2.2.1Data Cleaning

The goal of data cleaning is to remove enors (such as accessing a non- exiting web)
and irrelevant items (such as graphics) from the log data depending on the
application' "HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is an application-level protocol
over TCP (Transfer Control Protocol) for distributed, collaborative hypermedia
information systems [6]". when a user connects to the web server, the user can
download text, graphics, and other elements comprising the web page. If web pages

consist only of HTML, downloading HTML can be completed in a single connection.

t3



Actually in most cases, web pages contain many elements such as text, graphics,

audio, streaming video, and so on. Therefore, retrieving each elements of a web page

requires a separate connection to the web server. when the user accesses web pages

to download a HTML file, several entries are recorded in the web log file. These
entries may include graphics, streaming video, or scripts in addition to HTML file.
For instance, the home page of Department of computer science of the university of
Manitoba (www.cs.umanitoba.c alnewsite/index.htm) is shown in Figure 2.3 without
graphics' In Figure 2.4, there are picture elements (arrow pointing) associated with
the index'htm' when a user downloads this file, these picture elements are recorded in
the log file.

In this thesis, we are only interested in the actions of the user interaction with
the website' we are concerned with only HTML files. Therefore, all other irrelevant
log entries (e'g., graphics files accessed) can be eliminated from the log data during
cleaning' This process of eliminating irrelevant information from a log file is called
data cleaning.

Figure 2.3.Example HTML page
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Figure 2.4. Associated Images

Elimination of irrelevant log entries can be implemented by checking the
suffix of URL name. For example, all entries of log data including uRL name suffix
such as gil Gil jpg, JPG and image can be deleted. In addition, some other elemenrs
such as multimedia files (e.g., ".wav,, or ,,.swfl,) 

can be removed. In this thesis, we
use a default suffix list to eliminate irrelevant entries. However, every web site can
modify the suffix list depending on its type. For instance, when a web site focuses on
distributing graphics, analysts can not remove all of the GIF or JpG from web log
data' The graphical files are important elements presenting users,actions. Therefore, a

list of actual file name to remove can be defined by each website instead of the suffix
list.

In recent years, more and more researchers pay attention to the impact of web
traffic created by bots [35] and crawlers. Web robots, spiders, and crawlers are

collectively called as bots. Bots and crawlers are software programs or agents that
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automatically retrieve information from internet by traversing the hypertext structure

of World Wide Web.

Bots incrudes search engines, web monitoring software, shopping bots, and e_

mail harveste¡s' Internet search engines such as Google [5] and Altavista [3] build
their index database depending on documents retrieved by web robots. Keynote [7]
provides web sites' performance by monitoring and testing web-based applications.

mysimon [8] is a shopping bot. mySimon provides product prices for users by
scanning commerce websites. E-mail harvesters such as Emailsiphon and Cheny
Picker try to look for e-mails to add into their sold e-mail lists. Bots increase entries

in web log files.

To exclude robots, Kollar et al. [39] propose a Robot Exclusion Standard.

According to this standard, web administrators specify offlimits parts of their
websites in a robot'txt. whenever a robot accesses a web site, it should first visit
robot'txt file in the web root. some parts of websites in the robot.txt cannot be visited
by the robot. For instance, the following robot.txt

# rob ot. txt fo r http : //www. abc I 2 3. com/

User-agent:x
Disallow:/temp/
Disallow:/foo.html

specifies that no robots should visit any uRL starting with ,,/temp/,, 
or /foo.htmr.

However, many robots do not follow this standard. Tan et al. [61] and Kohavi
et al' [39] discover that 5vo to 40vo of sessions are generated from web robots visits.
If bots sessions are not corectly identified and removed, the web usage mining will
make a wrong analysis. Therefore, the identification of bots and crawlers are very
important in the web usage mining project.

The simplest method is to identify and remove bots session based on bots,user

agent or IP (two fields) in the web log data. various web robot repositories exist on
the internet' The web robot repositories maintain a list of Ip addresses or user agent of
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most popular web robots' The well-known web robot repository is www.robotstxt.org
that provides a database of common web robots. Table 2.1 lists some web robots. The
bots list must be updated regularly.

Table 2.r- A sample List of Ip Addresses and user Agents

web administrators or web designers always need to maintain or edit
websites' Their accesses also are recorded in the web log files. These records are
meaningless for web usage mining because web mining focus on users, behaviours.
Therefore' eliminating local access records is a necessary task. In this thesis, we can
identify and remove local access entries from web log data depending on Ip address
(e.9, 127 .0.0.0).

In this thesis, we have developed an improved algorithm called webLogcts
for data cleaning based on a previous work t201. An implementation of this improved
algorithm is described in Chaprer 4.1.1.

At the end of data cleaning process, we can get a temporary fire z. The z is a
set of entry' Each entry consists of url, time, agent, Ip address, or cookiecomponents.
other fields such as rfcg3l, authuser, status, bytes, and, referin the web log data are
striped out.

HTTP User agent

64.233.167.99

(+http ://www. googlebot.com/bot. html)
Atomz.com Search Robot 64.r9r.196.98 Ãtomz/I.0
Email Harvester 4.4r.17.204 EmailSiphon

Netscape(browser) 1,60.90.178.1s2 Nlozillal 4.7 [en] (x 1 t :I;L¡nux Z. Zt +_SO
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2.2.2 User Identification

user identification process aims at trying to obtain information about the users
accessing the particular website' In web log files, there are several fields that can be
used to identify users. we can identify users by using the authuser in weblog data.
authuser is populated by the local authentication and registration mechanism.
Mobasher [47] et al. applied the method of combining Ip address and, authuser to
identify web users in the WEBMINIER t47l project. when a user logs into a website,
authuser will be fiiled by a value. otherwise, the authuser is a.,_,,. only registered
users can be identifiedby øuthaser. However, most of users accessing a website are
un-registered clients' Due to this limitation impose d authuser in using identifying
users' most web usage mining projects and log analysis tools use cookies or Ip and
user agent to identify users.

In spilipoulou [59], experiments show that cookie-based user identifiers can
increase the quality of session identification by up to 20Vo.

when log files do not include cookies, the simple heuristics proposed by
colley et al' l20l can be used to implement user identification. For example, Table
2'2 shows a sample of web log data. There are no users' IDs in the web log file.
Although the IP addresses are the same, the browser agents are different. It can
therefore be inferred that there are at least two user sessions on the machine. Based on
agent information, it can be surmised that pages A, B and c are accessed by one user
and pages L and R are visited by the other user. Hence, using such heuristic methods,
two users are identified with browsing paths of A-B-c and L-R.

No matter what kind of methods are applied to identify users, this task is
difficult because of various levels of caching [50] used in web access. For example,
browser caching can improve the apparent performance of websites. When a user
returns to the previous page by cricking the ,,back,' button, the cached page will be
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displayed on the user's browser. However, the web server log cannot record the
repeated page access. Another caching level is at the proxy server. proxy caches are

shared by many users. The web rog oniy records one page request from the proxy
server even if the request is repeated multiple times from many users.

In this research, we use IP and user agents to identify users. As mentioned,
cookies can be used to implement user identification. when a user enters a web site,
the web server can sent a unique number (cookie) to the user's browser which stores
the cookie on the client's machine. on later accesses, cookies can be retrieved and by
using cookies, web servers can trace a user even with a dynamic lp-address through
more than one visit' A potential problem with using cookies is privacy issue. v/eb
providers want to know who is using their services. web users want to preserve their
privacy' These goals are in conflict and some users disable cookies while others
choose to allow cookies to be able to access websites that depend on them. Many
websites (e.g., Yahoo, Amazon, and eBay) use cookies to trace users accessing

behaviours.

2.2.3 Session Identifïcation

A user may access the website more than once. The web log file stores the records of
all the accessing periods. Therefore, many page views may belong to a user. At the
end of user identification section, a necessary method has to be used to divide page

views of each user into individual sessions. one simple method to approach this
problem is to set a timeout. when websites a¡e developed, designers use session

objects (e'g', ASP's session and Java's Httpsession) to implement developments. web
designers need to set a time value to session objects in order to make session object
invalidate if users do not do anythingafter this time. This value is always set to 30
minutes.
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IP Address

123.456.78.9

User ID

123.456.78.9

123.456.78.9

Time

25/Apr/98:03:04:41

r23.456.78.9

25/Apr/98:03:05:34

123.456.78.9

Method,/URLÆrotocol

25/Apr/98:03:05

N.)

Get A.html HTTp/i.0

25/Apr/98:03:07:55

Get B.html HTTP/I.0

39

Status

25/Apr/98:03:09:50

Get L.html HTTP/I.0

Size

200

Referrer

Get C.html HTTP/I.0

3290

200

Get R.html HTTP/I.0

20s0

200

Agent

Moz1llal3.04 (win95, I)

Table2.2. A Sample of Web Log dara

A.html

1389

20a

Mozilla/3.04 (win95, I)

8289

200

Mozllla/3.0i(X11, 1,
IRIX6.2,IP22)

B.html

r680

Mozilla/3.O4 (win95, I)

L.hrml Mozilla/3.01(X11, 1,
TP*TX6.2,IP22)



Madria et al. [45] propose the thirty-minute timeour based on rhis empirical
data' Therefore, in this thesis we use a thirty-minute timeout to bind each session of a
user' Figure 2'5 illustrates an example information of a user's page views. The user
visits A, B, c, D, c, B, A, B web pages within a certain period of time. Based on 30
minutes time out, we can bind 3 sessions of this user.

In this thesis, we have developed an improved algorithm called webLoglde for
user identification and session identification based on a previous work [20]. An
implementation of this improved algorithm is described in chapter 4.2.r.

Figure 2.5. Session Identification

2.2.4 Data Formatting

Finally' the web log data needs to be formatted for association rule mining
applications' since the goal of this research is to extract users' access-patterns from
web log data, irrelevant attributes (e.g., time, Ip and user agent) of each item (uRLs
in this research) should be striped out. In this thesis project, rhis step is very simple,
because we only output uRLs into a text file and the time field is not written into the
text file.

2.3 Web User pattern Discovery

Discovering user access-patterns from web log data can reveal useful and interesting
information' The knowledge discovered can assist websites to improve their services

session l sess¡on2 sess¡on3
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and provide recommendations to web users. There are several algorithms that have

been applied for mining web log data, such as clustering [36, sTl,classificatio n l;l,
281, association rule mining Lr}, rz, 30, 46,511, and sequential pattern discovery

t17l' In this thesis, we focus on using association rule mining techniques to discover

the potential relationship among user access behaviours.

Kitsuregawa et al. [37] and Demiriz et al. [25] utilize parallel techniques in
access-pattern discovery processing to improve the performance of user access-

pattern discovery' Kitsuregawa et al. propose parallelizing SeL execution to
implement parallel association-rule mining to extract information in web log data. In

l31l' web usage data come from the web log data of Mobile Info search
(MlS)[http://www.kokono.net]. The web log file is first cleaned and transformed to
transaction table. The entire transaction table is stored in a parallel database system

(called DBKernel) deveroped by Tamura et al. [60]. The proposed parallel sel
execution is based on DBKernel processing system. If other websites want to use this

method, the websites must have the same parallel database processing system.

Demiriz and zakj [25] propose webSpADE, which is a parallel sequence

mining algorithm to analyze web log files. webSPADE uses the web log files from
Verizon'com website. The web log data are first parsed based on the log data formats

used by verizon.com. Then the data are cleaned and user sessions identified using

cookies' A sophisticated data warehouse is designed to store user session information

and other operational data. The webSPADE algorithm is implemented using

multithreaded programming techniques. This parallel sequence mining algorithm is
based on a shared memory system. webSPADE can provide prediction of a user's

likely future access pages and has been successfully applied by Verizon.com website.

Note that the work in the literature in parallel computing has mostly been

concentrated on the data mining algorithms with very little emphasis on data

preprocessing.
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2.3.1 Association Rule Mining

Association rules mining (ARM) is concerned with mining of associations over sales

data' In [10], Agrawal applied ARM to basket data to identify associarions between

items that are purchased together. Basket data present the records of database relating

to supermarket customer transactions with each transaction storing items purchased

by a customer during a visit. In ARM, each record in the database is referred to as a

transaction consisting of attributes which are referred to as items. Given a large

database of customer transactions, association rule mining focuses on discovering all
significant associations between items in the database.

Given a set of transactions, where each transaction is a set of items, an

association rule is expressed as X + Y, where X and y are sets of items. This
implies that if X occurs, then Y will also be present. X and y are respectively called

the antecedent and the consequence of the rule. This can be described as follows :

I-.et I= {\, i2,... i,n } be a set of ru distinct items.

Let D= {Tl, Tz'...T"} be a set of variable length transactions, where each Zl € D
contains asetof itemsi;,t,...ju c I. In aassociationruleX =+ y, whereX c Iand
Yc I, XlO, Y 10, and Xt-ìy= 0.

In general, an itemset consists of a set of items (such as the antecedent or the
consequence of the rule). If the number of items in an itemset (such as X) is Æ, then X
is called as a fr-itemset.

For any given set of transactions, all association rules generated should satisfy

two measures: confidence and support. The support is percentage of transaction that

contains both X and Y itemsets among all transactions. The confidence is a ratio of
the number of transactions that contain both X and f itemsets to the number of
transactions that only contain itemsets X. Support is a measure of significance of the
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correlation between itemsets. confidence is a measure

between itemsets. Therefore, the problem of mining

decomposed into two subtasks:

of strength of correlation

association rules can be

specified

1. Discover all itemsets such that the supports are bigger than user specified

minimum support (MS).

2. Generate all rules such that the confidences are above user

minimum confidence (MC).

For example: a rule, X => 
y, is generated when the support

sup(X + y) =number 
of transactions containing X t Y ., 

n

total numb", o¡ ,ron*n#-> MS (1)

and the confidence,

conf (X + Y): suP(X + Y) 
> MC (.r\sup(X) \L)

The first task is to search the whole database to find all itemsets whose

support is above user-defined minimum support. Such itemsets are called as large

itemsets or frequent itemsets. Finding frequent itemsets can be divided into two

subtasks: candidates itemsets generation and computing supports to generatefrequent

itemsets. The itemsets that are expected to be frequent itemsets are called as

candidate itemsets. The process of discovering all large itemsets and their supports is

computationally expensive. For instance, given m items, there are potential 2^

itemsets in the lattice [12]. Figure 2.6 shows the lattice for a four itemsets example. If
the number of items is large, the lattice grows exponentially. However, only a small

fraction of this large number of itemsets has minimum support. Thus, it is not

necessary to search for the support of every itemset.
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(1 ,2,41

Figure 2.6.Lattjce for a 4-itemser (c.f.[64])

The second task that generates all rules from given large itemsets is relatively

straightforward' Therefore, developing an efficient method to find all potential large

itemsets is the major concern of the association rule mining research.

2.3.2 The Basic Association Rule Algorithm (AIS)

Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami (AIS) [10] algorithm is the first associarion rule
mining algorithm proposed in the literature. The AIS scans a database for many
passes to find frequent itemsets. For example, given a sample database (Table 2.3),

during the first pass over the database, the AIS calculates the support count of each

individual item as shown in Table 2.3 (b).Items 11 and harefound 7 times in the

database; 13 and 15 are found five times and I+ and 16 are found two times. If we

assume the minimum support is 30vo, then by using equation 1 we get sup(I1) =
sup(I2) =JjVo; sup(I3) = sup(Is) = 50Vo. Since this is larger than3¡Vo,these frequent

itemsets are generated and shown in Table 2.3 (c). The items (Ia and 16) are eliminated
from the frequent itemsets because these items' (Ia and 16) supports are less than 30vo.

Using the frequent itemsets generated, candidate 2-itemsets can be produced by

{1 ,2,3,41
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extending those frequent itemsets in the same transaction. The candidate 2-itemsets

are generated in Table 2'3 (d) against assuming minimum support of 30vo.During the

second pass over the database, the support count of all candidate 2-itemsets are

calculated as shown in Table 2.3 (d). Then, frequent 2-itemsets are generated against

minimum support (Table 2.3 (e)). Similarly frequent itemsets can be extended to
produce candidate itemsets for the next pass for 3-itemsets and so on. This process

will terminate when one of frequent itemsets and candidate itemsets becomes empty.

In this example, the result frequent itemsets include only one frequent 3-itemsets.

The main drawback of AIS is that it generates too many candidate itemsets

that turn out be small [12]' For example, in Table 2.3 (c) item I+ has been eliminated

from frequent itemsets since its support is less 30Vo. Therefore, Ia should not be

considered as an element of a candidate in Table 2.3 (d). The other problem is that

AIS requires too many passes over the entire database to discover frequent itemsets.

Agrawal et al' [12] propose a modified version of ARM (called Apriori) to solve

these problems' In this thesis, we used Apriori to generate frequent itemsets. The

Apriori algorithm wil be exprained in detail in chapter 4.
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TID List of Items
I [], Iz, Is
2 Iz,Iz
-1 Il, Ia

4 Il, Iz, I¿
5 11, 13, 15

6 Iz,I+, Is
7 \,b,II,IS
8 b.,It,Ia
9 I
10 ft,b,Is,Is

Items Support
Ir l
b 7

13 5

14 2

Is 5

I6 2

Frequent
Itemsets

I1

b
13

15

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Frequent
Itemsets

\,b
Ir, Is
b,rs
Il, Is
b,I

(e)

Table 2.3 AIS Mining process

(f)

Items Support
\,IZ 4
lr, Is 4
b,rs 4

h,13 J
Ir, Ir -1

II, I¿ 1

Items Support
It,b,Is J

\,h,h I
11, 13, 15 2

h,I¿,Is I
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Chapter 3

Parallel Computing

Parallel computing provides a solution for large computational problems using more

than one processing unit. Many problems 165l such as quantum chemistry,

astrophysics, medical imaging have applied parallel computing techniques to achieve

high perfoûnance computing. There are several ingredients necessary for parallel

computing: operating system, programming model, parallel compilers and paralrel

algorithms.

In this chapter, we will discuss briefly the classification of parallel computers

and parallel programming models.

3.1 Classification of parallel Computers

Most large parallel commercial machines are classifìed based on Flynn,s taxonomy of
computer architecture [31]' There are four possible classifications depending on the

parallelism exhibited in instruction and data streams: Single Instruction Single Data

Stream (SISD), Multiple lnstruction Single Data Srream (MISD), Single Insrruction

Multiple Data Stream (SIMD) and Multiple Instruction Multiple Data Stream

(MMD).

3.1.1 Single fnstruction Single Data (SISD) Model

The SISD computer consists of a main memory and a processor. This is nothing but a

sequential von Neumann machine. In this computational model, the processor

executes instruction streams in sequence that operates on a sequence of data. Data and
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instruction streams are transferred between the memory and the processor. An

algorithm running on a SISD computer is termed a sequential algorithm. Modern

superscalar architectures provide some concuffency of program execution for
uniprocessor computers' Superscalar architectures dynamically retrieve and delegate

multiple independent operations that might be executed simultaneously. Although the

superscalar architectures provide some advantages, they still have the drawback that

the performance of parallel programs cannot be improved significantly due to data

communication bottleneck between memory and the processor, and vice versa.

3.1.2 Multiple Instruction Single Data (MISD) Model

A MISD computing system is a multiprocessor machine (shown in Figure 3.1). The

processors may execute different instructions at different instance of time, but they all
operate on the same data stream. Systolic amays are MISD computing architectures.

Systolic alrays are widely used in image processing applications due to the pipelined

structure of the algorithms. Computers built using the MISD model, are not useful in
most application systems; none of them are used in commercial environment.

lnstrucl¡on Stream I lnstruction Stream 2 lnstruction Stream 3

Figure 3.1 Mulriple Insrrucrion Single Data (MISD) Model
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3.1.3 Single fnstruction Multiple Data (SIMD) Model

SIMD architecture (Figure 3.2) consists of a linear array of processors that execute a

single instruction on multiple sets of data in parallel. In SIMD model, a common
global control unit (cu) provides a single instruction to all processing elements (pE).

During each instruction cycle, all processing elements receive the same instruction
from the cu' Each PE however' may execute the instruction on its own datasets.

Therefore, at a given instance, all PEs operate synchronously by executing the same

instructions on different data sets stored in their local memory. This kind of parallel
machines are called synchronous programming models. The cRAy,s vector
processing machine and Thinking Machines's cm* are dominant representatives of
SIMD architectures.

Figure 3.2 Single Instruction Multiple Data Model

3.1.4 Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MfMD) Modet

MIMD machines are mostly in use in many types of parallel machines. In a
MIMD model, each of the pE has its own control unit and local memory. The pEs

communicate with each other via an interconnection network. Each processing
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element has its own set of instructions executed simultaneously with different data

streams' Therefore, each PE has capabilities for executing a different program

independent of other PEs. Such machines can aiso be referred to as SpMD (Single

Program Multiple Data) program models. These models are also called asynchronous

programming model because it does not have a global clock to synchronize the

various operations as in a SIMD machine.

Mn{D model can be categonzed as: shared memory and distributed memory

computers. These models are discussed next.

3.1.4.I Distributed Memory Machines

In distributed memory multiprocessors (Figure 3.3), all processors have their own

local memory and operate independently. The communication between processors

takes place via an interconnection network. The number of processors could vary

from a few to several thousand in a distributed memory machine.

Parallel algorithm design techniques on such machines are slightly difficult
compared to on shared memory machines. An algorithm designer is responsible for
partitioning the data, distributing and mapping the data among the processors

efficiently. Since there is no global memory on a distributed memory machine, all
processors operate asynchronously and communication between processors is by

means of message passing. Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) and Message passing

Interface (MPÐ are two message passing libraries. Intel parag on lz2l, cM-5 [44],
IBM SP/2, ncube [23] are representative examples of distributed memory machines.
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Figure 3.3 Distributed Memory Model

3.1.4.2 Shared Memory Machines

In shared memory machines (Figure 3.4), all

global memory; all the processor can

interconnection network [31]. Any changes

processor are visible to all other processors.

the processors are connected to a single

access the global memory via an

to the data in the global memory by a

Præ€ssor 2

Cacho Cåche Cachs

,/t I I I X

)

Msmory

Figure 3.4. Shared Memory Architecture
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To a user, it is easy to code parallel programs on such machines. For

communication intensive problems, shared memory machines are preferable.

Examples of representative machines are sGI origin 3000 I52l and sun,s SMp's

(Symmetric Multi-Processing. The drawback of shared memory machines is that

synchronization primitives limit the speed of the computation since variables and

resources in single address space may be shared. In general, to avoid this bottleneck,

shared memory machines use high speed caches.

Shared memory MIMD models can be classified as; Uniþrm Memory Access

(uMA), Non-uniþrm Memory Access (NUMA), and cache onty Memory

Architectures (COMA) multiprocessors. The difference among these models is the

way in which they share and distribute the memory resources.

The IIMA model machines (Figure 3.5) are generally called as Symmetric

Multiprocessors (SMP) machines. All processors have uniform access to memory.

The entire memory is equally accessed by each processor. The interconnection

network for UMA machines are a bus, crossbar switch or network. The number of
processors in a SMP machine varies from2 to 64.

/'\ a \
".""*"'. ) ( 

",o""""0,0

\-/\./

Cachê Cach6 Câchå Câcho

/t t I

'#
a

/

Figure 3.5. UMA model

The UMA machines, however, do not have good scalability. Caches are used

to reduce access time to memory. However, this leads to cache coherency problems.
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Two processors may have the same variable x. When processor I updates the value of
x and writes the new value to memory, the other processor is unaware of this update

and may keep the stale value. Therefore, protocols such as snooping protocol l24l are

proposed to solve the cache coherency problem.

NUMA machines are designed to su{pass the scalability limits of UMA
machines. In NUMA machines (Figure 3.6), the shared memory is physically

distributed amongst the processors called local memory. The local memories

combined together appear as a shared global memory. Each local memory is closer to

some processors than others. Each processor has access to all the local memories.

Each local memory can be accessed faster by a processor than remote memories.

NUMA machines are also called as distributed shared memory machines. The access

to remote memories requires an interconnection network which connects processors

and distributed memories. The interconnection network is a grid or hypercube.

Therefore, NUMA machines scale to more processors.

Figure 3.6. NUMA Model

In NUMA machines, cache coherency becomes important because the access

time between local and remote memory grows with number of processors. However,

lnterconnection N etwork

Global Memeory

Processor n
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the sophisticated cache coherency protocols such as the directory based protocol are

applied to solve the cache coherency problem. Therefore, NUMA machines actually

mean Cache Coherent-NUMA (CC-NUMA) machines unless specially stated. SGI

Origin 2000 and Sun Ultra HPC servers are some representative examples of the

NUMA machines.

A COMA (Cache Only Memory Access) machine (Figure 3.7) is a special

case of NUMA machines. The memories are converted to caches. All caches form a

global address space. No main memory exists between the cache and disk layers.

Processors access data in its own cache either from another caches or disk. Remote

cache accesses are assisted by distributed cache directories. KSR-I [54] is one

example of COMA machines.

Figure 3.7. COMA Model

3.2 Muttithreaded Paradigm

Massively parallel processors cause two fundamental latencies: communication

latency and synchronization latency, as described by Arvind and Iannucci [14] in

1987. Communication causes a processor to idle until the necessary data is fetched

from the destination processor. Synchronization between processors is required until

the data is ready at the destination processor.

¡ntorconnoction N otwork
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Many techniques can be used to reduce or tolerate latencies in hardware and

software. The most promising technique is multithreading which tries to overlap

computation with communication by means of threads (a thread is a set of

instructions). The underlying multithreading principle is to keep processors always

busy' In order to achieve this, the application must exhibit lots of parallelism. If
parallelism exists, then it is up to the algorithm designer to efficiently determine the

concurrent threads. Too many fine grained threads (few instructions per thread) may

bombard the system. Coarse-grained threads may leave some processors idle or

become more of SMD programming. The design and development of these threads

depends on parallel algorithm designer. Multithreading has been enhanced in

hardware, language or libraries. We briefly discuss them here.

3.2.lTera

Tera is designed as a scalable multithreaded architecture for supporting very fine

grained multithreading [16] on a shared memory architecture. Each processor can

execute 128 instruction streams (threads) simultaneously. Latency incurred in

memory reference is hidden by fast context switching between the threads. All the

processors have no data cache or local memory. They are connected via

interconnection network to commodity memory and configured in a shared memory

fashion. Tera supports a UND( based operating system called TeraOS. The runtime

system manages the interface between hardware, user progïams and Tera's operating

system.

3.2.2 EARTH

The EARTH I33l is a multithreaded program dataflow model. A program running

under EARTH is divided into threads that are scheduled atomically by using data
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flow like synchronization operations. EARTH provides latency tolerance using

efficient exploitation of fine grained parallelism by overlapping communication with

computation. Each node in an EARTH system consists of an execution unit (EU), a

synchronization unit (SU), which share the processors local memory. The EU

executes fine grain threads, while the ,SU determines which thread is to be executed

and handles communication between the processors. Programs running on EARTH

are written in Threaded-C 1621. This is a extension of the ANSI-C language with

multithreading instructions.

3.2.3 Cilk

Cilk is a fine grained multithreaded language t15l developed ar MIT. Cilk is an

algorithmic multithreaded language. Cilk is extremely simple. It consists of ANSI-C

with three key constructs to indicate parallelism and synchronization. By removing

the constructs, a Cilk program becomes a pure sequential code. Work and critical-

path length are two parameters used to determine the performance of a multithreaded

algorithm in Cilk. The scheduler is based on the concept of work stealing. This is

very advantageous in building the Cilk code in a modular fashion as well as for

performance evaluation.

3.2.4 PThreads

PThreads (POSD( threads) developed at Sun Microsystems is commercially available

library. The threads library implementation follows a two-level multithreaded model.

Programs are written using user level threads over possible lightweight processes.

The kernel level threads are dispatched to the available processors by OS. This

scheduling is transparent to the user. PThreads are widely used by parallel

pro$ammers, since it is an IEEE standard.
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3.2.5 OpenMP

OpenMP stands for Open Specifications for Multi Processing. The OpenMp ApI is

current industry standard for shared and distributed shared memory parallel

programming directive t181. This interface can be implemented in several

programming languages like C, C++ and FORTRAN. Several compliers supporr

OpenMP specifications. OpenMP avoids the overhead inherent in message passing

systems.

In general, an OpenMP program executes as a Master/slave model. Master

thread may fork many slave threads. The OpenMP program sequentially executes a

single thread (called a master thread). When the master thread encounters the parallel

constructs, a group of slave threads are created (fork operation) and each thread

executes a copy of the body of sequential process enclosed within the parallel

directive. The master thread will gain the control of the program when each slave

thread completes computation (join operation).

In this thesis, we have used Java as the target language for all our

implementation. In the next section, Java is explained.

3.3 Java

Java t48l is an object oriented language that has integrated multithreaded

programming. Java allows concurrent programming for both single and

multiprocessors system. Users can write platform independent multithreaded

programs conveniently by means of threads. Java Virtual Machine (JVM) has a

thread scheduler to monitor all running threads. When a Java class executes in a JVM,

the main method of this class executes on a thread. Further threads can be constructed

and started by a running thread. The code that executes on a separate thread is
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isolated in the run method of a class that inherits from class Thread

interface Runnable. A thread is an object of an instance created from

A thread begins running when its start method is invoked. when the

its job, the join method can return back the control to the main

following is a example of multithread Java application.

public class MultithreadedJavaApplication {
public static void main(String argvll) {

class sub_thread implements Runnable {
public void run() {

// code to be executed on child thread
]

Ì
sub_thread thread_l = new sub_thread0;
sub_thread thtead_2 = new sub_threadO;
Thread t_l = new Thread(thread_1);
Thread t_2 = new Thread(thre ad_2) ;

t_1.start0;
t_2.startQ;
// code to be executed on main thread after spawning child
trY{
t_1joinQ;
t_2join0;
Ì
catch(IntemrptedException e) {

llcode to be executed when exception happens
ì

// code to be executed on main thread after termination of child
ì

Ì

In many situations, separate, concurrently running threads share the same

data- When the concurrently running code segments access the same object

separately, the contention of the object occurs. The concurrently running codes are

called critical sections. A critical section identified with the synchronized keyword,

can be a block or a method. The JVM associates a lock with every object. The Java

run-time system automatically executes the acquisition and release of a lock with

every object when entering and leaving critical sections. Therefore, the threads share

or implements

that kind class.

thread finishes

program. The
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a common data sources, they must be synchronized in order to avoiding source

contention.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we presented a brief introduction to the Single Instruction Single Data

(SISD), Multiple Instruction Single Data (MISD), Single Insrruction Mulriple Dara

(SIMD) and Multiple Insrrucrion Multiple Dara (MIMD) parallel programming

models. The language used for implementation is Java and is also described in this

thesis. The reason behind using Java is that Java is considered the language of the

internet. The thesis concentrates on internet applications and therefore Java is an ideal

choice.
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Chapter 4

Parallel Algorithms Design

This chapter describes the sequential algorithms of web log data preprocessing and

association rule mining, followed by the parallel algorithm design presented in detail,

with pseudo-codes and flowcharts.

4.lData Preprocessing

As mentioned in Chapter 2, data preprocessing is one of the most time consuming

tasks in web mining. We first present the sequential data preprocessing algorithm,

followed by its parallel version.

4.1.1 Sequential Data Cleaning Algorithm

In this section, we describe the improved data mining algorithm mentioned in Chapter

2.2.I. The sequential algorithm (called WebLogCls) to clean raw web log data is

given below. In the data cleaning stage, irrelevant elements in raw web log data are

removed. First, we build two list structures: suffix list and robot /isr. The suffix list

consists of the suffix of image files. The robot list includes robots' IP addresses. Each

entry of web log file is checked whether the suffix of its URL matches any values of

the suffix list or its IP address matches any values in the robot list. The matched

entries of web log file are removed from the results. The following is the detail of

sequential WebLogCIs:

WebLogCls
Input: Rl=Raw_logdata

l, =parse(¡Rl)
5¿ = {Suffix lisr};
RL= { Robot List} +" 127.0.0.0";
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i. For (i=0;icN;i++) /r'l/ is the total number of web log records'F/
2. If (/t,l e L).url e ^Sl. Then
3 . insert i into D /*'D is an aÍray to store index of irrelevant web data * /
4. Else
5. If (/ t,l e L).ipe Rl, Then
6. insert i into D
l. End If
8. End If
9. EndFor
10. For (i=0; i<N; i++)
11. IfiøDThen
12. write(lfi].url, Ifil.time, /[t].p, /[l].agent) to T /* zis a file thar srores

*/ temPorarY cleaned web log data

13. Else next record
14. End If
15. End For

The result of WebLogCls is a file Z. The Z is a set of entries. Each entry teT

consists of url, time, IP, and agent components. Other fields such as rfcg31, authuser,

status, bytes, and refer (mentioned in Chapter 2.2) in the web log data have been

stripped out.

4.1.2 Parallel Processing of Data Cleaning

The WebLogCls algonthm is to eliminate irrelevant web log entities and identify web

robots in the web log data. When using parallel computing techniques to process data

cleaning, we horizontally divide the whole web log data into several small web log

datasets of size N/p where N is the data size and p is the number of processors. Each

processor executes the sequential WebLogCls algonthm and processes different web

data sets. The following is the software model of parallel WebLogCls (Figure 4.1):
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Task N

Setup

task N/p

Result

task N/p

task N/p

tlme

Figure 4.1. Parallel weblogcls ( p is the number of processors)

4.2 user Identification and session rdentification algorithm

After data cleaning, user identification and session identification processes should be

executed (as mentioned in chapter 2.2). In this thesis, we combined user

identification and session identification in order to reduce the time of scanning the

whole dataset.

4.2.1 Sequential algorithm for User rdentification and Session

Identification

In this section, we describe the improved user identification and session identification

algorithm mentioned in Chapter 2.2.3. The sequential algorithm (WebLoglde)

identifies users and sessions of the web log data and is given below. Because there are

no cookies in our web log data, we apply the heuristic proposed by Colley et al.l10l

to identify users and use 30 minutes as time out to identify the sessions. The

algorithm gets the first entry of web log data and puts this value into a list (called

User-list) that stores the user's information (such as IP, agent, timestamp, and record

índex). Then, the program sets the first value of User_Iist to a variable (Current_user)

and uses Current-user to Íraverse the whole web log data and identifies the user and
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session to match with the Current-user value. The sessions of Current_user is then

identified by 30 minutes time out. If the program encounters a non-matched user

(different IP and agent value), the program places the user's information into the

User-list. This loop process will execute until the User_lisl is empty. The following

is the sequential algorithm of user identification and session identification.

WebLogIde

Input : T = cleaned web log data
Variable: t[i] e T

User_list = Users and sessions are not identified
Current_user = a record of User_list

^S= Session array
1. t[0] eT /* t[0] is the fîrst entry in T */
2. put t[0]JP, t[0].agent, t[0] .time and t[0] .index into User list
3. While Users_List is not empty
4. Set Current_user = first item of (lser_list
5. For (i = current_user.index+1; i<N; i++) /*N is total number of entry in z*/

6. 11 t[i].IP=Current-user.IP and t[i].agent = Current_user.agent /* same

i. Then 
user*/

8. rf t[i].time-current-user.time <30 then /* period time is less
30 minutes*/

9. Put I into sfil /*s[j] eS */
10. Else /* period time is bigger than 30 minutes */
1 1. create s[j++] l* create a new session*/
12. End If
13. Else /*not same user */
74. put t[i]JP, t[i].agent, t[i] .time and t[i] .index into User list
15. End If
16. EndFor
17.End while

4.2.2 Parallel Processing of Webl-oglde

The sequential algorithm (WebLoglde) is developed for the user identification,

session identification, and data format tasks. When identifying user sessions, we need

to depend on the timestamp within each entry in the web log data. Therefore, we
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cannot partition data into several small datasets. In this stage, we use multithreaded

programming techniques to implement The sequential algorithm. In multithreaded

algorithm, there are two steps.

In the first step, the main program uses the first entry of web log data to

traverse the whole web log datasets. The first user and its related sessions can be

identified using sequential WebLoglde algorithm. Meanwhile, non-matched users can

be determined by the main program. Then, the main program stores the non-matched

users' information (such as IP, agent, timestamp, and record index) into a list

structure (User-Iist). Therefore, all different users' information is stored in the

User_list.

Second step, the main program checks the (Jser_list to determine it is not

empty. Il the User-llsr is not empty, the main program creates a set of user indicated

number of threads. The main program assigns different values of User_lisf to each

thread. Each thread uses its own Current-user value to execute the sequential flow of

WebLoglde against different starting indices concunently to determine user and

session identification processes. Any non-matched entry of web log data encountered

by a thread is ignored, and comparison moves to the next entry value of web log data.

The result of parallel WebLoglde is a set of session values. These session values are

stored in a global variable array (called S). Therefore, all threads output their results

into the S. The threads synchronize to avoid race conditions and updating the same

session value. At the completion of each thread task, the main program gets back the

control of the program. The main program repeats the check of User_lisr until the

User-list is empty. The Figure 4.2 shows the parallel WebLoglde algorithm model. In

Figure 4.3, we use a flowchart to detail the multithreaded WebLoglde process.
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Figure 4.2.Parullel Webl-oglde program model
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Figure 4.3 P ar allel Webloglde: Activiry Flowchart
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4.3 Association Rule Mining Algorithm

4.3.1 Apriori Algorithm

The Aprion lI2l is a well-known association rule mining (ARM) algorithm. The

Apriori algorithm serves as the foundation algorithm for most ARM, whether

sequential or parallel algorithms. The Apriori applies an efficient method to generate

candidate itemsets, thereby reducing the number of the candidate itemsets

significantly.

In the first pass, frequent l-itemsets (L) are generated by pruning those l-
itemsets whose support counts are below minimum support. For pass k>1, Apriori

generates the candidate frequent È-itemsets (C¿) using the frequent (Æ-1)-itemsets (t¿-

l); then it scans all transactions in the database to accumulate the support count of

candidate fr-itemsets. Those candidate itemsets whose support counts are not less

minimum support are collected as frequent k-itemsets. The process is terminated until

candidate itemsets are empty. The Apriori algorithm is described in [12] as shown:

Input: Database D

1) Lrlarge l-itemsets;
2) For(k=2;L¡,.t f 0;k++) do begin
3) C¿=apripri-gen(L¡-1); /* Generate new candidates from L*_f /
4) For all transactions T €D do again
5) CrSubset(CøT);/* candidates containedinT*/
6) For all candidares c e Ç do
7) Count(c)=Qount(c)+1;/* increase support count of Cby I */
8) EndFor
9) L¡;c eC¿ when Count(c)>= minimum support
10) EndFor
1l) EndFor
12) Output L¡wo C¡,

Generating candidate k-itemsets is based on the fact thar any subset of (fr-l)-

itemsets (C) of a frequent fr-itemset must also be frequent. In candidate generation
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function, two different frequent (fr-1)-itemsets which have same (k-2)-itemsets are

jointed together to generate a candidate frequent itemset. This method prunes non

frequent (fr-1)-itemsets when generating candidate itemsets. By reducing the

candidate itemsets that are known to be frequent, the number of passes required over

the database is also reduced. Therefore, Apriori dramatically reduces computation,

VO, and memory requirement.

Detail of Apriori-gen function [12] is as follows:

Candidate Generation (apriori-gen function)

apriori-gen(L*-t):
To generate the set of all k-itemsets from I¿_7
join L¡,-1 and L¡,1such that,
c1= (i1,i2,...,i¡-1) andcz= (jt, j2,..., jt-ù are joined if
ip = jp for I <--p<=k-2;
c = (it, i2, ..., ik-r, jr-ù : lx new candidate c*/
Add c into candidate itemsets C¿.

Apriori uses a hash tree data structure to store the candidates [12]. The hash

tree structure provides an efficient method to scan the transactions. In a hash tree,

itemsets are stored in the leaves; the interior contains a hash table. The algorithm does

not store all transactions in the main memory, only the hash tree stays in the memory.

Figure 4.4 shows one candidate hash tree with candidates of length 2. When a

candidate itemset is generated, the items in this candidate are stored in a sorted order.

When a candidate itemset is inserted in the hash tree, the itemset goes down from the

root by hashing each item at interior nodes until reaching a leaf. The candidate hash

tree function is shown as follows:

CreateCandidateTree:
Input: CI =candidate itemsets

1. l;len(CÐ /*get the number of itmesets in CI*/
2. Root= new Hash_nodeO
3. For(i=1; i<L;i++)
4. canda=Cl(i ) /* get ith itemset of CI *l
5. Call GeneHashtree (I, Root, canda)
6. EndFor
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GeneHashtree (int i, hash-node ft, string s) /xgenerate Hash tree function{,/
Input variable: i = the depth of hash tree

lz = hash_node /'?a data structurex/
{ status , /* status=L means aLeaf, status=N means hash node*/
HT, /* hash tablex/
itemset_list /* a Vectorx/
Ì
s = itemset

1. N= len(s) /* getlength of s */
2. If (l= =¡¡; /* reach the a leaf */
3. set h.status=L /4 set å as aleaf*l
4. Il h.itemset_/isr is null
5. Then create a itemset_list Yector for h
6. add itemset s into h.itemset list
7. Else /* not reach the leaf */
8. If h.HT is a Null table
9. create a new HT for h
10. End If
1 1. I1 (h.HT contains key value of irå item of s)
12. Then
13. set h.status=N /* set h as a hah nodex/
14. set h=hash_nodehavingkeyword ithitemof s inh.HT
15. call GeneHashtree (i+l,h,s) /x recursive call GeneHashtree x/
16. Else
17. create a new hash_node( ån)
18. put hn into h.HT based on ith item of s
19. call GeneHashtree(l+1, hn, s) /*recursive calr GeneHashtreex/
20. End If
21. End If

Hash Function

lr+ 1., lo

l1' l2' 13' l4
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A subset function is used to traverse the hash tree from the root in order to

find all candidates in a transaction r. This process executes recursively until a leaf is

reached. All the candidates are checked and the support count updated accordingly. In

Figure 4.4, subset function traverses the hash tree from the root using a transaction

{lt, Iz, Is, k}.The item I is hashed to the left child node and following {]2, Ij,Ia} is

recursively hashed to the left child node. The item 12 is hashed to middle child node

and two candidate itemsets ({lz, (il, {Iz, Is}) are checked whether they are contained

in the whole transaction {lt, Iz, Is, I¿J. The item 13 is hashed to the right child node of

the root and the transaction is checked whether it contains the candidate itemset 113,

Ia].The Figure 4.5 shows the subset function traverses the left child node of the root

in the {Iz, Is, Ia}. The item 12 is hashed to the middle child node and the transaction is

checked against the candidate itemset {It, Iz}. The item 13is hashed to the right child

node and the two candidate itemsets (e.g., {lr 13} and {Ir I¿}) are checked in the

transaction. The pseudo-code of subset function is shown as follows:

Input: /= transaction
s = the position of item in the transaction /
HTRD = hash_node /*adata structure*/

{ status , /* status=L means aLeaf, status=N means hash nodex/
HT, /* hash tablex/
itemset_list /* a Y ector* I

Ì
Traversetree(s, HTRD, t)

1. If HTRD.status=L/* aleaf */
2. I; size (HTRD.itemset-list) /*L is the number of itemsets in this hash nodex/
3. For (l=0; i<L;i++)
4. itemset= irl¿ itmeset in HTRD.itemset_list /*get an itemset

from this hash nodex/
5. If r contains the last item of itemset /*find out a matched itemset

in transaction t*l
6. Then
7. Count(itemset)- Count(itemset)+1 /xitemset support count add I*/
8. End if
9. End for
10. Else /t hash rable*/
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1 1. for( j=547' j<len(t); j++) /xlen(r) is the length of the transaction r */
12. rf HTRD.HZ contains the jth value of t /*find our a matched item in t *,/
13. Then
14. CALL TraversetreeÇ, HTRD, r) /*recursive call

Traversetree(s, HTRD, t) */
15. End if
16. End for
17. End if

1.,+ l' l.,lo

\ \
lr+ 1., lo

l, l.+ lo

l'Lt l.Jo _

Figure 4.5 Subset Function Operating in the Left Child Node

4.3.2 P arallel Association Rule Mining

The current parallel and distributed ARM algorithms are based on Apriori. In general,

the parallelism of ARM can be categorized as: data parallelism and task parallelism

[64]. The difference of the two paradigms of parallelism is whether the candidate

itemsets are distributed across the processors or not. In the data parallelism paradigm,

each processor calculates the support counts of entire candidates. In the task

parallelism paradigm, the candidate itemsets are partitioned across the processors,

each processor counts the support counts of candidates distributed.

In this thesis, the Count Distribution (CD) [11] data parallelism of ARM is

implemented. Note that this algorithm was originally proposed for the distributed

memory parallel machine. However, we developed the parallel algorithm and
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implemented on a shared memory machine. In the CD parallelism paradigm model,

the dataset is partitioned among the processors and the candidates are duplicated on

all processors. Each processor first scans its own partitioned transactions of the

database to compute the local support counts of all candidates. After computing local

support counts of all candidates, all processors calculate the global support count of

all candidates in the database by exchanging the local support counts (Global

Reduction). Following that, frequent itemsets are computed by each processor

independently. CD repeats these steps until no new candidate is generated. The CD

paradigm is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The four transactions (ÀD are partitioned across

the three processors with each processor having Nlp ftansactions. The three candidate

itemsets in the second scan are duplicated on each processor. The local support counts

are shown after scanning the local databases.

Processorl

¡tem counl

t.t. 1

ll l3 1

t^t 0

Processor2

¡tem count

l. lo 3

lrl. 2

l, lo 3

Processor3

ilem count

1., l, 5

lr l. 3

lrlo 1

Figure 4.6 Data Parallelism Paradigm
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We follow the CD paradigm to implement parallel ARM algorithm under a

shared memory system. We logically split the whole transactions of URLs into

several partitions (Tr..Tp) among processors, where, Tt...Tp - N/p, N is the entire

number of transactions and p is the number of processors. The master progtam

generates the candidate (called common candidates) C¿ based on frequent itemsets L¿-

¡ that is created at the end of k-l iteration. The common candidate hash tree (HT) is

created by the master program. Each processor traverses its local transactions to

compute the support count for each common candidate. Due to the race condition

encountered when different processors update counts of the same candidate, in this

thesis, we developed a global candidate count structure. We use the synchronized

mechanism of Java to prohibit more than one processor to increase the same count

field simultaneously. After all processors finish traversing their own partitioned data,

the master program gets back the control of the program. The frequent itemsets are

generated by the master program following the global candidate counts. These steps

are repeated by the program until no new candidates are generated. We present the

flowchart of the parallel ARM algorithm in Figure 4.7.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, the sequential and parallel algorithm for data preprocessing,

user/session identification and association rule mining will be implemented on a

shared memory using Java in the next chapter
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Read a configure f¡le to get T(trarìsactions number), sup (support value)

Partition T into T 7...Tp using I/p
p is the number processors

terminate=faise

While terminat-false

Create candidate : Flashtree (l-fl)

Create thread thread l...threadp arìd start
thread l...threadp

Figure 4.7 Parallel Programming ARM Flowchart
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

This chapter presents the results of web usage mining, which includes web log data

preprocessing and user pattern discovery. The algorithm performance is evaluated

through speedup, calculated as

Executiontime on one processor
Spee,iltp:

5.L Experimental Results of Web Log Data Preprocessing

In this section, we provide results for web log data cleaning and web log user

identification processes.

5.1.1 Web Log Data Cleaning Result

To determine the performance of parallel data mining, four different bytes of records

from 20.4M raw data tll was extracted and cleaned by various numbers of

processors. The outcome of the records obtained after data cleaning for each set of

data is shown in Figure 5.1. For example, the entire web log data includes 210496

records. After data cleaning process, the cleaned web log data includes 160905

records Figure 5.1 shows the execution times of data cleaning on various number of

web log data sizes. As expected, the execution time gradually decreases as the

number of processors increases. The speedup on 8 processors to obtain a cleaned data

records for 200,000 is around 2.5. The reason behind this low speedup is in VO

contention. That is, at the end of data cleaning each thread writes the output result to a
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file. Though each thread works on its sub data, all threads write to the same file.

Therefore, there is a some synchronization barrier at this point.

rnp +oooo
o
E soooo
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, 150,000 records

+<- 200,000 records

Figure 5.1. Performance of the Parallel Data Cleaning
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Figure 5.2. Speedup of Parallel Data Cleaning
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5.1.2 User Identification Results

In this section, we experiment with the parallel algorithm WebLoglde, discussed in

chapter 4. This algorithm uses the data obtained after data cleaning as input. The

output data of this algorithm is the formatted web log data with user identification and

session numbers. Figure 5.3 shows the performance of the algorithm in various

number of processors. For 160905 records we see that there is a sharp decrease in

execution time from one to two processors and to 8 processors. The speedup,

however, is lower than two on 8 processors. The reason is that the threads share the

data stored in shared memory. For example, we created 8 threads, and each thread

accesses the same data in shared memory for different user identifications. We do not

partition data because a user x record could be located in any location of the shared

memory.
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--x- 160,905 records

5000
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Figure 5.3. Performance of the Multithreaded Webl-oglde
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Figure 5.4 Speedup of Multithreaded Webl-oglde

5.2 Association Rule Mining Results

The performance results of the parallel ARM algorithm is shown in Figure 5.5 and

Figure 5.6. As the number of processors increase, there is a sharp decrease in

execution time for various records. The speedup on 8 processors is about 3 for 16142

records. This result is encouraging for large data sizes.
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Figure 5.5. Performance of Parallel ARM
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5.3 Overall Web [.]sage Mining Results

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show the entire performance results of web usage mining

(data cleaning, user identification, ARM). Figure 5.7 indicates that as the number of

processors increases, the execution time decreases. This reduction can be seen for

200,000 records where the execution time for 4 processors is approximately 7

seconds compared to 190 seconds for one processor. The overall speedup is about two

for 4 processors and only close to 3 for 8 processors. This is due in part to the

contention in accessing data and synchronization between the various stages of web

usage mining.

Finally, Figure 5.9 shows the performance results with respect to various data

sizes. This figure indicates that the web usage mining algorithms is very scalable.
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Figure 5.7. Performance of web usage mining
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed the experimental results of the web usage mining

parallel algorithm. The overall speedup is about two on four processors and close to

three on 8 processors. For large data sizes, we do see significant reduction in

execution time as we increase the number of processors. This result is encouraging

and motivates future research in parallelizafion of web usage mining.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, parallel computing techniques were used to improve the performance of

web usage mining. In the data preprocessing or cleaning stage, we horizontally divide

the whole web log data into several small web log datasets of size of N/p where N is

the data size and p is the number of processors. The sequential web log data cleaning

algorithm is executed by each processor. The next stage is user identification and

session identification process. In this stage, we use multithreaded program mining

techniques to implement the use/session identification algorithm. The output of the

algorithm is a set of session values. The parallel association rule mining (ARM)

algorithm is based on Apriori. In this thesis, we implemented the count distribution

data parallelism of ARM.

The parallel algorithms are implemented using Java on 8 processors. The raw

web log data [1] includes 210496 records. The speedup after web log data cleaning is

2.5 to obtain a cleaned data record from 200,000 records. There is some

synchronization that could not be eliminated that creates a bottleneck. The

experimental results of user/session identification with 8 threads give a speedup of

lower than two. This is a Íàce condition among the threads. For large data size, the

parallel ARM algorithm produces a speedup of 3.

In summary, the results of web usage mining (data cleaning, user/session

identification, and ARM) indicates that as the number of processors increases, the

execution time decreases. This reduction can be seen for 200,000 records where the

execution time for 4 processors is 7 seconds compared to 190 seconds for one
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processor. The overall speedup is about 2 for 4 processors and only close to 3 for 8

processors. This is due in part of the contention in accessing data and synchronization

between the various stages of web usage mining.

6.1 Future Work

As future work, we propose the following:

1) The web robot's identification affects the accuracy of web usage mining's

results. In this thesis, we used the simplest method of identifying and

removing robots session based on bots' user agent or IP (two fields) in web

log data. The robots' IP addresses are dynamic. Therefore, using this simplest

method can not remove all web robots' records from the web log data. Finding

out dynamic web robots is a further interesting research topic.

2) The result of web usage mining in this thesis is a set of frequent itemsets. In

order to provide most information to web users, integrating web contents with

web pages is a necessary method. Most web pages are dynamic and contain

many items. Combining web contents with web pages, we can extract more

exact information about users' behaviours. Therefore, integrating web usage

mining and content mining can achieve further gains for web personalization.
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